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ABSTRACT 

 

The poems in this collection focus on several themes that, in some ways, interweave. One 

of my primary interests has formed from my background in music and music history. A number 

of poems I will include in the thesis explore the relationship between a modern, female speaker 

and a classical composer. Some of these poems exhibit a romantic relationship between the 

speaker and the composer, where the speaker is a devoted mistress, steadfast in her love despite 

the composer’s eccentricities and/or shortcomings. In others, the speaker and the composer have 

more of a student/mentor relationship; the composer is similarly flawed in these poems, and the 

speaker is an eager learner. The purpose of these poems is twofold. First, they present the 

composer as a real human being, with imperfections and insecurities, rather than just an idealized 

genius-figure. Second, they’re a bit selfish in their exhibition of my own interest in these men 

and their work; the modern, female speaker is an extension of myself, learning in various ways 

from these composers I personally admire. Other poems in the collection treat music in a less 

formulaic way, but, being that I was a pianist for fifteen years and have a considerable education 

in music theory and history, music is a part of who I am, and thus extends into my writing.  

I find music to be a useful vehicle for expressing love relationships, which are another 

key theme in this collection. This can be seen in the romantic composer poems, as well as more 

modern-day love poems, where music becomes the bond between two lovers, or the impetus that 

brings them together. However, I’m not interested in generic, clichéd love relationships; it’s not 

a fresh approach. Instead, I’m interested in love relationships between strange, quirky people, 

and my poems tend to exaggerate each person’s eccentricities in order to highlight the flawed, 

bizarre, and ultimately “real” side of human beings. I’m fascinated by the pairing of the strange 

and the tender, which is evident in many of my love poems. With these pieces, I’m attempting to 

break love out of its heart-shaped box and make it unedited, surprising, surreal, and even a bit 

funny. But at the center of all these love poems is a bit of the expected: a dash of the sentimental, 

a good helping of the sensual.  

A third theme that will arise in this collection is culture. It is a broad subject, but I plan to 

narrow it down into two sub-topics: the tragic aspect of the coal mining culture of Northeastern 

Pennsylvania, where I grew up, and several of the more surprising aspects of rural Chinese 

culture. With these poems, I am able to explore the obvious differences between the two cultures, 

but also the similarities between them, and what particular commonalities tie Western and 

Eastern rural cultures together. I intend for these poems to, in some ways, fill in the gaps 

between discussions of composers and relationships by providing some connective tissue: both 

the coal mining poems and the rural Chinese poems will exhibit either music or love as an 

underlying theme. It is these two themes that, in my mind, exhibit the primary commonalities 

between the two cultures because they are inherent characteristics of all humans and societies. 

My intention, with these poems, is to continue my exploration of the unfamiliar, the strange, the 

“real” in humanity, but with a more melancholy tone. It is this variety in the mood of my poems 

that will, I hope, give the collection real verve.  
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Call Us Coal Crackers, Watch as We Crack 
 

 

 

Some say we are beautiful, 

swathed in a patina of black, 

 

coal dust glimmering slightly. 

We are slender and taut. 

An evergreen girdle holds us in. 

 

Some say we are beautiful. 

 

We’ve never traveled  

beyond the mountains. 

 

From the tallest trees, 

we watch airplanes rise and fall. 

 

Some say we are beautiful, 

flapping our arms like birds, 

hoping our thick covering cracks 

 

and feathers sprout white 

and lush from our shoulder blades 

 

before the contrails disappear. 
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Music History Lesson 
 

 

 

I should probably start  

at the beginning, 

the Gregorian Chant, 

but let’s skip to Schubert,  

dead at 31. Likely of syphilis. 

 

His life was not simple addition— 

it was a complex calculation of velocity. 

 

He worked at great speed, 

scratching out song cycles  

during concerts,  

at his lovers’ bedsides,  

his glasses crooked, fogged.  

 

The morning of his death,  

he read James Fenimore Cooper,  

sang quietly to himself,  

made a turban  

of his pillowcase. 

 

At 3pm, someone observed,  

he has ceased to breathe. 

 

I start with Schubert 

so you’ll long to complete 

his Unfinished Symphony,  

so the silence  

will burn in your ears. 

 

The only proper finale. 

He lived forty years 

in his last eighteen months. 

Such velocity 

abruptly halted 

 

cannot be neatly  

tied off. 
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Portrait of the Artist as a Young Chemist 
 

 

 

The Comet under the sink 

was green and gritty, 

but mixed with Wisk, it was teal 

and thick, like topsoil. 

 

I liked to mix laundry detergents 

and bathroom cleaners. 

I fancied myself a scientist. 

I didn’t know I could’ve corroded  

 

the lining of my esophagus 

or blown myself up. 

I was too interested in the texture 

of my mixtures, the way they clung  

 

to the sides of the sink  

like a good wine. 

I kept a detailed journal 

describing the reactions. 

 

As I was about to add bleach 

to a cupful of Downy and ammonia, 

my mother caught me. 

She padlocked all the cleaning supplies 

 

in a cabinet in the garage. 

She believed it was the danger 

in chemistry that appealed to me. 

I turned to poetry, 

 

itself a risky science. 

I skipped a page in my journal 

and started detailing my mother’s  

eating habits, the topography 

 

of our carpet, the way robins 

perched themselves on the power lines, 

facing the mountains,  

as if longing to somehow fly through them. 
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In Midwinter, Pennsylvania is Pretty Grey 
 

 

 

This valley holds the record 

for most funeral parlors 

on one street. Beside each, 

a bar, filled with the last 

old miners, lungs stopped up 

with coal dust, smoke. 

 

The churches are all Catholic 

and I feel guilty missing Florida, 

the sun. 

 

I shiver. My mother says 

my blood’s gotten thin. 

She takes me for a drive 

to see the renovations downtown. 

To attract tourism, she says. 

Bright orange bricks sprawl 

 

across three city blocks 

before fading back to familiar 

flood-stained white. 

 

We go to the Waterfront, 

a new restaurant overlooking 

the Susquehanna river. 

I wish I could say the water 

is coal dust grey,  

but it’s more like steel, 

 

like the lowlying clouds. 

In the distance, an old coal breaker 

coughs. Its joints creak. 

 

We open the birth announcements. 

An old friend of mine has a daughter. 

Another, twins. You’re lucky, 

my mother says. 

Some of us are meant to stay behind, 

start new lives in that old cycle. 

 

Years ago I fell from the top 

of a culm bank, knocked the air 
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from my lungs. I lay there, wheezing, 

 

imagining a world beyond the mountains.  

I couldn’t spend my life in a valley  

clouded with coal dust, mourning 

its old tragedies. I couldn’t live 

among piles of dirt and shale, 

the rocks coming loose beneath my feet. 
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My Catholic Sensibilities Caution Me to be Wary of the Devil 
 

 

 

When one of the Jesuits 

heard I’d been using a ouija board 

to identify and understand 

the spirit haunting my dorm room— 

why she hid my pictures, stood behind me 

at my desk as I typed essays on Joyce 

and poems about Beethoven, 

flitted past the mirror in grey-white streaks— 

he admonished me in a strangled 

whisper, Burn it, straightaway.  

You could be expelled! 

So I burned it.  

You can’t throw a ouija board away— 

it’ll come back to you,  

reappear on your porch,  

in your kitchen cupboard. 

I was twenty and already haunted. 

 

I still worry about the ashes, though, 

any unburned, unmelted pieces— 

have they followed me here? 

Does the wind send their bits of devil magic 

through my opened windows? 

Do they stick to my hair like burrs? 

You assure me no, and even if they did, 

what harm could they do? 

You bring out your own ouija board 

so we could send the spirits a big 

Fuck you. You press your fingers 

lightly to mine— I feel their vibrations. 

You’re right, it’s not the devil in there— 

it’s you and me, these tiny pulses. 
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Testing the Mathematical Accuracy of the Twelve-Tone Row 
 

 

 

As Schoenberg plays,  

the individual pitches 

spring through the crackling speakers, 

   mounted on little horses, 

 

and parade around my small apartment. 

Each pitch wears a different colored tunic. 

A wears red. A-sharp, fuscia. B, tangerine. 

   And so on. 

 

Schoenberg clearly had his math right— 

twelve tones, twelve colors appear 

before any repeat. 

They circle the living room, 

their percussive clip clops muted by the carpet. 

 

Some pitches emerge two, even three at a time 

in dissonant harmonies, but the scathing sounds 

prickle my nerve endings less when I’m counting, 

focusing on the process, 

   the trotting spectrum of sound. 

 

Schoenberg breaks all the rules, but never his rules. 

A cavalry of pitches arranges itself in rows of twelve 

in my living room—  

   no tunic, no horse, no pitch repeated in any row—  

 

with subsequent tones falling in behind the last. 

It’s so perfect, so structurally sound, 

I no longer hear chaos in the dissonance 

   and my nerves relax, collapsing like wilted stems. 

 

As the final notes strike and fade, the pitches linger a moment, 

nod their heads in unison, then vanish. Tiny hoofprints,  

forming a perfect grid, remain on the carpet. 
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Teachers Were Not Exempt from Our High School Rumor Mills 
 

 

 

We deemed Ms. Morris a dope fiend 

because of her frequent use of eyedrops  

and the faint trail of patchouli  

she dragged behind her like a long scarf.  

She tried to explain Ginsberg’s visions 

of Blake without alluding to drug use.  

Finally someone shouted He was tripping!  

and she laughed, relieved. 

 

In the spring, we all awoke from our 

winter slumbers brimming  

with hormones, with desire. 

When we so yearned for gossip  

to make us a little wet or hard,  

Josh West claimed he found 

a porno mag featuring our teacher. 

She was dressed only in cowboy boots,  

 

sucking off a horse. It was so ludicrous,  

so vivid, it had to be true. 

But in class, when braying sounds  

sent the classroom laughing, 

I could only picture her mouth  

smeared in someone else’s cheap 

lipstick, her breasts two drooping sandbags,  

her eyes prickling with tears as she posed,  

 

gagging, for the camera. 

By June she left us,  

but not before publishing a poem 

in our literary magazine about a cowboy  

lost in the plains, without food or water  

or any sense of direction. 

The cowboy says, You’ve ruined me, horse.  

I love you, but you’ve ruined me. 
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What Mozart and Sid Vicious Have in Common 
 

 

 

The know-it-all curl of your lip  

tells me you’d say Primitivism,  

 because you’ve studied the no-frills  

 

Classical movement and heard  

maybe four punk songs in your whole life  

 the one night you were lost in the Bowery. 

 

You’d be right, of course— 

their work was bare-boned. 

Their lives were not. 

 

 Mozart was making girls swoon 

 before he could reach the pedals. 

   That wig. 

    Those hands—  

  hands that composed Figaro,  

  the Jupiter symphony’s spinning 

sonic galaxy,  

his final Requiem. 

 

 They say Mozart knew he was going to die, 

 so he wrote his own funeral mass. 

   So tragic. 

  So knee-weakening. 

 

 And Sid—  

   well, Sid wasn’t much of a bassist, 

 but he’d spit on you and you’d feel—  

 literally— 

   blessed. 

 

 And he’s got tragic in the bag, 

 having ridden a heroin-fueled rocketship  

to the Punk Rock moon, 

 only to nosedive in a pool  

  of Nancy’s blood  

   in the bathroom of Room 100, 

 Hotel Chelsea. 

 

If you quit being so pretentious, 

you could really learn something 
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from these guys. 

 

They lived their short lives with verve. 

They burned out their hearts 

  and women scrambled 

 to find in the ashes 

 one last, glowing ember. 
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There’s a New Sheriff in Town 
 

 

 

And she just shot your poem. 

Its blood pools in the dust. 

 

Folks said your poem was the best there was. 

And it was. And it knew it. 

 

It was high noon.  

It went something like this: 

 

 A stranger rode in on a horse 

 higher than your poem’s. She’d taped 

 her chest and tucked her hair  

 under a Stetson tall enough to raise her stature 

 to that of an average-sized man. 

 Ka-chink, ka-chink, she ambled into the saloon. 

  

 Ka-chink, ka-chink, she strolled over to the bar. 

 She sat by your poem, all pretension 

 in denim and leather. Your poem let its boot 

 slip off its foot and clunk to the floor— 

 its reaction: an abstract couplet 

 comparing footwear to bird droppings, 

  

 falling when they must.  

 The stranger’s reaction: emptying   

 her Colt .45 into your poem’s gut. 

 I don’t take none of that  

 incomprehensible bullshit too kindly, 

 she said in a startling soprano, and threw 

  

 your poem’s corpse into the road. 

 Out of reverence, or fear,  

the townspeople named the stranger  

Sheriff, careful to phrase  

the announcement accessibly. 
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How to Write a Sonata 
 

 

 

You must first bathe your face 

in sunlight. No, strike that. 

First have tripartite dreams, 

think in threes, Grave, Adagio, Rondo. 

Then bathe your face in sunlight. 

Ignite, surge, 

acquire perfect pitch. 

 

Also, fall in love  

and learn to waltz. 

Milk dandelion stems, wet 

your lover’s lips with them. 

Eat a few blades of grass, 

run your tongue over the wide ones. 

Memorize their texture. 

 

Take a deep breath  

and concentrate. 

The score will appear  

in your mind like an overhead  

projected on a screen. 

Scratch it out with a quill  

quick, before the bulb burns out. 

 

Make sure it’s perfect.  

Throw your voice, hum  

each part, each movement, all at once. 

As we listen, our faces will warm  

as though with sun, and dandelions  

will appear in our hands,  

grass in our mouths.  
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Echocardiogram 
 

 

 

Before coal fell out of fashion, 

before child labor laws, nipper boys 

would fall asleep at their posts in the air vents, 

narrow chambers in the mines wide enough 

for only a coal cart and their small bodies,  

pressed tight against the wall, tummies tucked in 

until their ribs protruded. 

 

Air in the mines was thin, and long hours  

made a malnourished boy tired. 

His headlamp might clatter to the floor, 

startling him awake, but so often 

the boy who nodded off didn’t hear the coal cart 

until it crashed through the door he was paid to open 

and crushed him under its weight. 

 

I think of them, those sleeping boys, 

as I lie on this table, my heart pulsing 

on the ultrasound machine, grainy and grey. 

The tightness in my chest returns 

as the technician points out the four chambers 

and I watch the valves opening and closing 

like those air vent doors. 

One is faulty— 

the blood seeps back into my left atrium 

fast, like a coal cart plowing through a shoddy door,  

threatening a tiny body, its fragile bones,  

its puerile heart. 

 

I begin to panic, as those boys must have panicked, 

but the technician tells me I’m fine, it’s 

very common, I don’t even need treatment. 

I’m relieved, as when those boys 

returned home to their mothers at night, 

alive, not another corpse laid on the front porch, 

their day’s wages on their eyes. 
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Five Ways to Arrive 
 

 

 

 1. Come to the front door, if you must 

  be traditional. Knock three times 

  with a firm hand. Twice more,  

louder, if I take too long 

  to answer. Don’t tap your foot. 

  If you’re anxious, do a few pushups.  

I like strong arms.  

  A toy for my dog, especially  

  if it squeaks, will impress us both. 

 

 

2. As a girl, I had a fantasy, like most girls, of being rescued by a knight. Bright shining 

armor, bright shining sword, horse with bright shining saddle. I would put on my 

mother’s blue satin ballgown, cinch the waist with the same twine I’d use to tie 

my hands and feet together, and sit in the attic with the window cracked, just wide 

enough to hear the thudding of hooves on the lawn. I would try to cry for help, 

but, being deprived of food and water (having skipped breakfast), I’d waver in 

and out of consciousness, my face against the windowpane. When it seemed all 

hope was lost, the glint of sun on chainmail would wake me as the knight climbed 

up to save me from my prison. He wouldn’t cut me free—just throw me over his 

shoulder, so he could better ravish me later. 

  

  There’s a ladder propped against the side of the house. I’ll be in the attic.  

 

 

 3. It will have been a long day. I will be sleeping 

    in my bedroom upstairs, 

      the dog at my feet. I will be startled 

    by a noise—a thud—  

      on the roof. The dog will bark twice 

    in surprise. Your parachute 

      will fall across my window, a red vinyl shade. 

 

 

 4. A parade would make me feel important. 

    

   But if you must ride 

     the elephant, 

    wash your hands—  

       no—  

         hose yourself off 

       before you come inside. 
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 5. Teleport. I’d like to see you materialize, piece 

     by piece, like a puzzle 

   putting itself together in midair. 

   Then you can take me out—  

     hold me close and we’ll disappear 

     together. It will feel funny, 

     like goose feathers dragged 

     across my skin. I’d shiver, 

   but I’d be in pieces, 

   mixed up with you in particles, 

     somewhere in the vacuum 

     between here and there. 

     When we arrive, I will check 

     to be sure all of me 

   is there—and all of you—  

   the freckle in your eye, 

     the hundreds on my cheeks—  

     all our minutiae in place. 
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Dear Claims Adjuster: 
 

 

 

 The house started sinking on a Tuesday—  

the Mine Subsidence Hotline said our insurance  

would cover the damage. 

 

 But you should know, it’s become more extensive: 

by Friday the front right corner dipped deepest, the porch 

a ramp into the ground. The furniture shifted, slid 

into the walls, left raised rectangles and squares 

on the old carpet. It was cleaner there, brighter. 

 

Christopher pulled me over to the biggest one—  

we held our arms above our heads, leaned in  

toward each other, and touched fingers 

to form a steeple—his weight supporting mine— 

to keep our balance on the ever-sharpening 

angle of the floor. We tried to kiss, or at least rub noses,  

but I fell over and almost out the second-floor  

window; the overstuffed sofa, on whose pristine 

void we were standing, caught me. 

(Thank God it wasn’t the piano or the chiffarobe). 

 

 Around noon on Monday Chris dragged me to the roof, 

now a diving platform into the sinkhole. 

We picnicked by the chimney until the birds 

found us, started pecking. We should’ve sent them 

down into the mine, to check for methane gas 

like canaries. Coal mining had so many hidden tragedies. 
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Franz Liszt Snores Like a Buzzsaw 
 

 

 

Even the gypsies say so. The sound 

throttles their encampment— 

shakes violin strings to life, untethers horses, 

rumbles pots of water into phantom boil. 

 

Most women don’t last a night. 

They slip out, ears covered, 

after clipping a keepsake lock of hair. 

Of course, his wife has her own bedroom. 

 

But I truly appreciate that glottal phlegm rattle— 

it’s so avant garde—and there’s a strange harmony 

in the way it makes my ivory combs vibrate  

on the night table.  

 

He hums a Hungarian Rhapsody 

as he rolls down my stockings, 

teases my legs open with a symphonic poem, 

but what I really live for is the snore. 

 

I time the long pauses between them— 

quadruple meter, four-four or twelve-eight.  

Each is a fermataed rest, the exaggerated silence  

before a cadenza’s showcase, a body’s shuddering climax.  

 19



How Emily Dickinson Saved You from a Life of Relative Seclusion 
 

 

 

I came home to find 

microscopes are prudent in an emergency 

written on a notecard taped 

to the bathroom mirror. 

You had been reading Emily Dickinson 

and said you loved those lines—  

you always favored science over faith. 

 

You came home with a box full 

of microscopes and placed each one, 

with a handful of slides, into individual 

black backpacks. You started carrying them around 

as others do first aid kits, stashing some 

in the car, the garage, your bathroom at work. 

I wasn’t worried; you needed a hobby. 

 

A police scanner came in the mail two days later—  

a box of crackling disasters, which sent 

you running, backpacked, to the scene. 

Arriving at a fire, you’d inspect ashes  

and glass under different resolutions,  

searching the details for survivors 

as firemen doused the flames. 

 

You learned the significance of bullet striations  

and paint transfer. You’d invite me along,  

but I’d decline. I’ll catch it later, on the news. 

You became a permanent fixture 

in emergency situations: as people would race and fuss, 

you’d remain crouched before your microscope, 

the commotion spinning around you. 

 

For so long, I thought you misunderstood the poem. 

But as I sat alone nights sirens echoed off the siding, 

I thought, maybe you were right to be so literal. 

The details, the adrenaline rush—that’s living. 
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You Only Impersonate Those You Admire 
 

 

 

When you go around reciting Gertrude Stein 

in that affected falsetto, 

 I can only hold it in so long 

 before I burst into a fit of giggles. 

But by the time you get  

to the “Rooms” section of Tender Buttons,  

 I start to wonder where I found you  

 and if it wasn’t some sort of karmic payback 

for all those lightning bugs I crushed 

to smear their glowing undersides on the backs of my freckled hands 

 or for believing, even now,  

 that Wordsworth was a giant pansy. 

 

Since you won’t stop, I start listening more to what you are saying 

than how you are saying it and it’s maddening  

 because it’s beginning to approach a kind of sense 

 that avoids sense-making. 

I want to mute you. 

Or, I want you to make me understand, 

 so I slip off my dress and you go quiet. 

 What does it mean? I ask as we slip  

on each other’s skin stumbling into the bedroom. 

You whisper sweet sweet sweet sweet sweet tea and 

a rose is a rose is a rose, 

and I get lost in the signifiers— 

It’s like hearing your voice for the first time, 

or exploring the warmth of your mouth. 

And you say, Baby, we feel we feel, 

your lips raising gooseflesh on my neck. 
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Superman is Dead! 
 

DC Comics’ Superman #75 

 

 

Perhaps it was inevitable. 

After all, he was mortal, like us, 

 stronger, stranger than us, but with a brain 

and nervous system, lungs and heart 

that, like ours, could give out. 

 Fail. Stop. 

 

We just didn’t expect it so soon. 

We envisioned an elderly Clark sipping tea 

 in an oversized sweater, reclining 

in an oversized loungechair, 

with the blue suit beneath his human costume, 

 cape tucked neatly behind, 

still jetting off at the slightest scream. 

 

So when he sacrificed himself 

to save us all from Doomsday, 

 his body bloodied, broken, and small,  

even in Lois’s tiny arms, we caught 

our breath in our throats and held it there 

 in shock, in gratitude, 

in memorial for Kal-El, whose breath 

had stopped for good. 

  

Goodbye, Man of Steel. 

Goodbye, Man of Tomorrow. 

You never failed us. 

But now, how vulnerable 

we feel. We’d forgotten how easily  

our bodies can break,  

how even paper, 

sliced right, can make us bleed. 
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When We Were on the Lam 
 

 

 

I wanted to play gangster, 

take photos with guns and old Fords, 

drive around the rim of the dust bowl. 

It’d be romantic, I said. 

 

You feared an ambush, 

our bodies riddled with bullets, 

strangers clipping bloodied 

locks of my hair, sawing  

 

at your ear with a pocketknife. 

You weren’t interested in romance. 

You booked us a room  

at the Sheraton. I spent my days 

 

photographing the wallpaper 

and the draperies, or using 

the complimentary iron 

as you sketched booby traps 

 

and escape plans on the phone pad. 

At night, we’d fuck quietly 

on the floor, out of the line of sight. 

Moonlight peeked in through a hole 

 

in the curtains, drew lines 

across our chests. 

You watched for shadows 

crossing the light, your gun 

 

cocked and pointed at the door, 

waiting, ready. 
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Biblical Mini Golf at Golgotha Fun Park 
 

 

 

1. 

It’s hot and I’m a lapsed Catholic. 

 The first hole is Genesis, of course. 

 A giant apple sits in the middle of the green. 

 

2. 

I’m already two over par 

and we’ve barely started. 

 Moses is parting the Red Sea  

every ten or so seconds. 

You have a small window 

to get the ball through. 

 When you hit a hole in one, 

 I know it helps to have God in your corner. 

 

3. 

We’re at the Book of Job 

and everything seems much too quiet. 

I notice white Christmas lights 

outline the white crosses that pepper the course. 

I bet they’re terrifying at night. 

 

4. 

You are David, 

armed with a rubber putter.  

 A mechanized, ogre-looking contraption 

 is Goliath. 

When you defeat him, 

others in the park cheer. 

 

5. 

A 40-watt Star of Bethlehem 

shines over the manger. 

 Three wise men pace back, forth 

back, forth. Some camels  

linger in the background. 

The cradle is deceptively empty. 

 That’s where the ball goes. 

 

6. 

You’re still winning. 

Is there a Miracle of Cana hole? 
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 I’d really like some wine. 

 

7.  

I notice this course ignores the parables. 

No good Samaritans, 

 no prodigal sons. 

But you don’t mind. You’re excited 

about this hole: 

 A piece of thick plexiglass covers a pond. 

 Your ball is Jesus. 

 

8. 

Last Supper. 

I putt through thirteen 

sets of feet. 

As I walk to retrieve  

my ball, I double-check 

that the wine’s fake. 

 

9. 

I tempt you  

in the Garden of Gethsemane.  

 You buckle, 

 despite the agonized Christ. 

 

10. 

The last hole is labeled Calvary 

and sits at the top of a big hill. 

 We pass Veronica, weeping 

 into her bloodstained veil. 

You make the sign of the cross. 

I feel compelled to do it, too. 

 We tap our balls toward  

 the base of the cross. 

You win. But you don’t rub it in. 
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Feet Are Just Clammy, Misshapen Hands 
 

 

 

I hate them, especially yours. 

The yellowed nail on your big toe 

thickens and curls  

when it hasn’t been clipped in a while,  

and though I haven’t touched them,  

I know foot sweat slicks 

the undersides of your toes,  

your imperceptible arch.  

Your foot hair grows in patches,  

plotted along the awkward roadmap  

of your fat, blue foot veins. 

 

And rather than bend over, 

you pick things up with your feet,  

like pens or marshmallows,  

which squish into the lint between your toes. 

In my nightmares, men press feet like cell phones  

to their ears, and women wear necklaces  

strung of toes, gnarled knuckles  

bouncing against their collarbones.  

Toenail clippings fall from the sky  

in torrents of moon-shaped hail. 

 

I’ve touched every inch of you, from the inner 

folds of your ears to the fleshy cavern  

between your anklebone and Achilles tendon,  

but no farther. One day you will ask me 

why I never touch your feet, why I tense when, 

under the covers, your toes graze my skin. 

I’m afraid you’re going to find out, 

and soon. I’m afraid that, once you do, 

I’m going to wake up one morning to 

your foot on my face, your toes parting 

my lips, that big toenail tapping my teeth. 
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Sunstroke Coming On, Your Tattoo Speaks to Me 
 

 

 

Your name means 

Christ-bearer. 

You’re destined to hold the world 

in your hands, like Atlas, 

tattooed on your side. 

 

You sleep in a green  

beach chair, pink 

fanning out  

across your collarbone. 

 

Sunlight pricks 

my skin. 

 

Your chest expands, 

collapses. Atlas breathes 

with you, shakes loose 

of his outline. 

 

My temples thump— 

a lightning storm in my sinuses. 

 

Atlas climbs the ladder  

of your ribs, hoists himself  

onto your shoulder and sits,  

resting his chin on the globe. 

 

Atlas says, 

You are a bough of golden apples. 

He’ll put down the earth for you. 

 

Sunscreen, your hands  

cool on my shoulders 

wakes me. 

You’re red, you scold, 

and press a white fingerprint 

into my arm. 

 

Atlas was back, stationary, 

perched on the peak  

of your hipbone. 

You bend over me,  
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offer me water. 

  

I want instead to feel  

the weight of your body  

on my chest, to drink  

from the well of your mouth. 
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Because Audrey Hepburn Movie Marathons Give Me Ideas 
 

 

 

Of course Paris is romantic, with its angles, 

its air threaded with smoke, 

but, self-conscious of my indelicate 

American r’s, I could never enjoy it. 

 

Unless a group of musicians 

followed us around,  

à la Love in the Afternoon. 

One must play the accordion  

and wear a red beret. 

 

The others could choose their instruments 

as long as they knew La Vie en Rose.  

They’d accompany us everywhere—  

it’d be wonderfully cinematic. 

 

They could join us at the Opera, 

interrupt Lohengrin when it gets schmaltzy—  

Wagner always made you want to dive 

off the balcony into the orchestra. 

 

When you take me home, 

our ragtag quartet would serenade us 

to bed. You’d request something from Carmen 

because Bizet was French, 

 

and you’d lure me to bed like a toreador 

in red satin sheets. We’d keep it rough, 

in case the musicians were watching, 

and as you spank me I’ll growl, 

 

my American r’s keen and sharp  

against my teeth, against your skin. 
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Rimsky-Korsakov, the Synesthete, Plays in C Major 
 

 

 

Nikolai tells me the key of C 

is the blankest of canvases, 

the white shell of Fabergé’s first egg. 

What color do you see? 

  Amber, maybe 

  burnt orange. 

 I think it’s just the inside of my eyelids. 

He tells me Scriabin sees red 

for both C and F.  

(They tend to disagree). 

  You don’t see red sounds, do you? 

 

He growls a little, with deep 

Russian inflection—  

Red is for dilettantes  

and their whores. 

 

Nikolai’s latest symphony’s in C, 

the score marked with his own system 

of light and color values. 

 I tell him I’m fascinated, 

 and I am.  

I’ve never seen sound, even 

  on acid.  

He laughs  

a little— 

it buzzes through his thick mustache— 

and puts on a recording of “Flight of the Bumblebee,” 

which is, of course, in C, but starts on the E of his laugh,  

a splotch of sapphire sky on his blank canvas. 

 

As the notes race by, I picture colors flashing 

one into another, a speeding sonic kaleidoscope— 

  this isn’t just the sound 

  of the bee in flight, this is a landscape 

  from the bee’s point of view— 

 all color, no form, no line. 

Or, so I imagine. 

 

He understands— 

he can’t see A#. 

  Scriabin says it’s grey— 
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  a sleek, steely grey. 

Nikolai calls Scriabin a liar: 

that tone is colorless. 
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From a Moderate Altitude  
 

 

 

What is compulsion? 

Dirty culm banks 

smudge the sky,  

 

and I buy spraypaint so I 

can write our names on the rocks. 

Throw the rocks at your car, 

 

carve conversations into your dashboard. 

You said, Coal crackers taste dirty. 

I said, Bring your headlamp to bed. 

 

You smear soot on my nose. 

It smells like cornstarch, 

like rouge. 

 

I buy a powdered wig, introduce myself 

as Mozart. Write an opera. 

A rock opera. A punk rock opera. 

 

(The man at the tattoo parlor 

says I should snarl more. I try.  

I curl my lip, but giggle instead. 

 

He had a sleeve 

composed of the best 

sleeves he’d ever done). 

 

But I digress. . . 

the powder from my wig 

hangs in the air like a fog. 

 

Darling, I’m anxious. 

My legs twitch. You grab my feet, 

pull my legs taut. They struggle. 

 

You win. I like when you win.       

I like the way you breathe fire. 

I am a fire eater. 

 

I curl my fingers around my mouth 

like a daffodil’s trumpet, 
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make up words and shout them. 
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Zombies Attack Tallahassee 
 

 

 

Everything is bright, overexposed. 

We read poems to each other 

from pages streaked with sunlight. 

 

We never do this. We’re afraid  

we’ll never have the chance again. 

 

You recite Stevens from memory— 

O Blessed rage for order, Pale Ramon!— 

exaggerating the rolled R, the accent. 

 

The undead start banging at the windows. 

Their shadows crowd out the light. 

 

We drop into a sewer, run barefoot 

through the sludge. We run for days, 

until the sewer spits us out into a stream 

 

beside a field. You listen to the silence. 

I count each blade of grass. 

 

A cabin calls to us, but softly. 

Inside, you fuck me on the strange bed, 

against the strange wall, in the strange 

 

bathroom, my hands clutching the sink. 

You cover my mouth with yours 

 

so my coming doesn’t signal our whereabouts. 

We fall asleep, our feet tangled in the bedsheets. 

I wake up to you looming over me, 

 

eyes crazed, flesh green-tinged and cracked. 

You’d been bitten in the night. 

 

I almost jump up, run out the door, 

but I stop. I offer my arm to you, 

your drooling mouth. 

 

We could spend the rest of our lives  

together, running through the thick grass, 
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hunting for flesh, reading poetry  

we pilfer from the bookshelves  

of the dead. 
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We’re Celebrating the End of the World 
 

 

 

We saw this coming. 

 We made it a black-tie affair. 

 

You’re wearing your white pinstriped suit, 

 playing “We’ll Meet Again” on repeat 

while I dance around the room 

 serving kamikazes from a silver tray. 

 

CNN flickers in the background, 

 the disco ball projecting tiny newscasts 

across our faces, explosions in our eyes, newsmen  

 tracing the crepe paper streamers in disbelief. 

 

Earlier, you’d taught me to fire a gun—   

 just in case— and though it was strapped  

to my thigh, I knew it wouldn’t be necessary. 

 We’re all alone out here—there’s nothing 

worth shooting.  

 

You dim the lights.  

 Everything is black and white and red. 

In the distance, we hear tiny pops  

 and what sounds like sand 

being poured into a tin can 

 and slowly shaken, shaken. 

 

The lights start to flicker and the ground begins to tremble— 

we knew it would be like this—  

and I lose my balance and crash into you  

and you trip and fall onto the couch,  

crushing its frame, destroying the crystal face of your watch. 

 

We all fall down into the rubble of the room  

and watch as the disco ball sends orange rays of light  

like laserbeams across the room 

and as the TV explodes in just another cloud of smoke 

we look at the empty glasses still clutched in our hands  

and we realize all the liquor is gone. 
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They Don’t Ring Churchbells Here 
 

 

 

This is not coal country, where faith 

is quiet, except for the brass clappers 

gonging in praise of the hour, the half-hour, 

every blessed daylight hour, 

from the tallest steeples of the oldest churches. 

This is not a valley, where the bells 

echo off the mountains, pulsing 

through the streets, loosening coal 

from its veins and shale from its piles. 

The sound does not reverberate 

in the small caverns our bodies create 

pressed together, worshipping each other 

on a Sunday morning, skin lapping skin. 

 

No, this is not coal country. This is the South, 

just north of swamplands, where the faith is loud 

and the land is flat. Here, churches have steeples 

thin as bayonets, not wide enough to hold 

even finger cymbals. Here, choirs  

make the big sounds, voices bright 

like sunshine, scorching like sunshine. 

Imagine the way churchbells would splinter 

the bark of live oaks, finger the threads  

of Spanish moss, and ring out 

clear and unbounded through several counties, 

shaking the feet of churchgoers, 

the tits and cocks of countless lovers, 

no mountains to hold them in. 
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Love in a Wildfire 
 

The threat of fire is simply part of life here— a CA resident, on his refusal to evacuate during the 2007 

wildfires 
 

 

California is on fire 

but we’re staying put.  

We’re homebodies 

 

and the wind is in our favor. 

We made a wall of fire 

extinguishers, just in case. 

 

I’ll lick the flames  

from your skin, I say bravely  

from behind the barricade. 

 

Our hearts are flame retardant,  

you reply, pressing your chest to mine. 

We don’t smell the smoke. 

 

We lay on our backs and 

imitate fire with our limbs. 

You finger the caverns between 

 

my knuckles, trace a path 

across the intersecting 

veins, the small 

 

bones of my hand. 

We don’t watch the flames  

climb the hills, ignite the trees  

 

like so many fiery geysers.  

When fire trucks arrive squealing, 

we’re startled. We clasp hands  

 

and turn our chests to the sky 

as their hoses douse the flames, 

the cold water pelting our skin, 

 

the steam a rising curtain around us. 
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How Bartók Helped Chinese Musicians Rediscover Their Folklore 
 

 

 

Without Béla Bartók, the peasants 

would have been forgotten. 

 

Along the Yellow River, they sang 

the folk songs of their fathers, 

 

pentatonic melodies floating 

balloons they sent upstream. 

 

The singing never reached the cities. 

There they sang in Italian or German, 

 

embarrassed of their own culture. 

They walled themselves in, played 

 

European, like children 

too young to know the beauty of selfhood. 

 

One day, a student at the Peking conservatory 

discovered Bartók, sat at a piano 

 

and played his Hungarian folk songs. 

Sounds of a nation came flowing out 

 

of the instrument— the hammers  

sent them into the air like balloons— 

 

exotic, haunting,  

like a song he’d once heard whispered 

 

along the Yellow River. 

He followed the river’s voice 

 

into the outlying villages,  

cataloged their folk songs 

 

to reclaim China’s musical heritage. 

We’d forgotten you out here, he said. 

 

We’d forgotten ourselves. 
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Gossamer Armor   
 

 

 

My glowing lungs,  exposed,  

attract a breastplate of moths.  

   

I feel their wings graze 

my ribcage,         

  their legs 

inching close to my heart. 

    

You wouldn’t believe 

how difficult this makes breathing. 

 

How pretty, you say. 

 I let the moths speak for me: 

 Stop looking at her chest. 

You don’t speak their language. 

  

You admire their wings—   

  black-spotted, translucent—  

 allowing the pink  

 tendrils of my bronchioles 

   to peek through.  

 

You want to join them,      

  tread on my pleura,  

 trace the vessels 

 with your toes.  

 

I think I can see your heart 

you say, peering in, 

 there, beneath that web 

 of arteries,  

     that thicket of veins.     
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A Poem for Our Issues 
 

 

 

The night you caught me huffing, 

I was spraypainting the garage door, 

sneaking quick sniffs from a paint-soaked rag 

that left telltale smudges on my nose. 

 

It’s that sharp, metallic scent— 

stronger than household paint,  

crisper than gasoline—it has 

a certain allure. You dipped a rag 

in turpentine, wiped the mess 

from my face. Think about your lungs, 

you said sternly, tenderly. 

You’ll make them a high gloss black like this door. 

You worried this would become a problem, 

a wedge to drive us apart. 

 

But you have your obsessions, too. 

You’re aroused by thoughts of electricity. 

You find transmission towers sexy, the way 

they crisscross into the sky, supporting all that power. 

 

You want to climb them, see how close you can get 

to the wires, sparks splashing your face,  

your outstretched hands. 

You haven’t acted on it yet, but I worry 

you’ll adopt my recklessness. 

Think about your heart, I say.  

You’ll char it as black as my lungs. 

 

We should use our addictions to bring us together. 

I suggest we invent a sexual position, 

call it the pylon, fuck with all the appliances on. 

You could spraypaint me silver, to simulate sparks. 

We could make it so complicated  

only we could master it. 
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Painting the Piano 
 

 

 

You urged me back to the bench,  

even placed my fingers on the keys, 

since I hadn’t touched a piano in years. 

I needed to work the rust from my knuckles. 

 

You sat beside me all afternoon. 

I explained the notations  

as we trudged though Largos  

and tore through Allegros. 

It was late when you went to bed. 

 

I pulled out Liszt,  

his second Hungarian Rhapsody, 

my Goliath. 

I played for hours 

 and failed. 

 I played slower, 

 and slower still. 

  And failed. 

I could think of only one solution. 

I went out to the garage. 

 

It was the silence that woke you. 

You thought I’d fallen asleep 

at the keys.  

 You came downstairs  

 to bring me to bed. 

 

The piano was red—  

bright, bold, maraschino red. 

It was glossy, still wet. 

 You found me kneeling        

 beside a can of red paint. 

 

Red flecks freckled my freckles 

and you noticed a long strand of hair 

had etched its way through the paint on the keybed. 

 It, too, was red. 

 

It needed some life, I said. 

     Will it still play? 
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Here, try. 

  You spread your fingers over 

  the C-major chord, as I’d shown you 

  earlier that evening, and struck.   

   

It rang even brighter than before. 

You smiled at the sound. 

 

You pressed a finger into the wet paint, 

leaving a perfect print, the ridges well-defined. 

   You play something. 

     

I left my own red prints on the keys 

as I tried Liszt another time. 

It was perfect. 

Haunting. 

       

Later, we washed our hands in turpentine 

and you wiped the paint off my forehead. 

I offered to teach you “Ode to Joy.” 

 

We sat back at the piano and I laid my hands  

over yours, pressing your fingers down deliberately 

in a lazy 4/4. You marveled at my dexterity. 
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On Minghun, the Chinese Folk Tradition of Afterlife Marriage 
 

 

 

They set aside a plot of land 

near the cliff’s edge. 

 Their son, a bachelor, loved 

 to sit there, watch the sky move. 

 

They wove him a wife of straw 

and buried her beside him. 

 Laid chrysanthemums at her feet. 

 

They were poor and minghun brides  

were scarce, but people live as couples. 

 When they die, they should live 

 coupled, too. He believed that. 

 

They did the best they could. 

 Left his straw bride featureless: 

 in the afterlife, he would have time  

to make her beautiful. 

 

Over time, her hands became roots,  

dug through the earth sideways, searching.  

 She clawed through his casket, 

 wove his hand in hers. 

 

His mother sensed his joy. 

 She walked out to the cliff’s edge 

 and bowed to the moving sky three times. 
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Love in an Ice Storm 
 

 

 

I regret suggesting we play hide and seek 

the minute the storm starts— 

I’m hiding in a lilac bush. 

You always called me the reckless one. 

The top of my head grows slick with ice, 

and heavy. I topple over. 

 

Frozen, the bush snaps easily,  

like a wishbone or a fresh  

green bean. You’re about to cry  

olly olly oxen free 

when you hear me fall.  

You rush toward me, 

 

a wobbling colt, your legs  

slipping on the icy grass.  

You’re the courageous one, 

ever my savior. 

You try to chip the ice from my head  

so I can stand, but it’s no use— 

 

none of the varied tools  

in your Swiss Army knife  

prove strong enough chisels. 

How will we get back? I ask. 

You wiggle out of your coat  

and hold it up like a sail.  

 

The wind, of course.  

I grab your arm. The wind catches,  

pulls our bodies quick across the ground, 

the ice smooth against our backs. 

We watch the world glide past us, 

a landscape of glistening prisms, 

 

as you steer us safely home. 
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Diptych 
 

 

 

I   

Today, the thought of doing dishes  

made me dry heave. So instead  

of donning my big yellow rubber gloves, 

I decided to make a fort  

out of dirty plates. 

 

I didn’t get very far  

before I ran through them 

and I had to drag out the good China.  

 

And the cups and saucers, the Tupperware  

containers, the cutting boards, 

and then the colanders,  

which proved quite useful for their  

many little peepholes.  

 

I filled pots and pans with water  

and made a moat.  

I crouched behind the wall I’d made—  

 

I was waiting for you  

to come inside 

for a glass of water  

so I could jump out  

and scare the bejeezus out of you,  

 

make you my little POW. 

 

 

II 

Today, the thought of mowing the lawn  

made you want to run 

over your foot with the tractor.  

So instead, you weed-whacked 

a circle of lawn— 

just for us—in the middle  

of the backyard. 

 

You arranged tomato stakes  

around the perimeter, tied fireflies  

to the stakes with fishing line.  
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You were careful  

not to crush them.  

 

Anyone could’ve smeared  

their glowing undersides  

on the stakes, but you 

wanted to watch the fireflies flicker  

in their limited fly zones.  

 

You tried to decipher  

their illegible sky-writing 

as you waited for me to finish  

the dishes and come outside. 

 

You tried to teach them  

English and proper penmanship. 

You wanted to use them  

to send me dirty messages 

as the fresh-cut grass stained  

our bodies greener  

and greener.  
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After Killing the Giant Spider in Your New Apartment, I Dreamed of Its Vengeance  
 

 

 

When the spider bit me, 

the solution came to you 

immediately.  

You screamed, Tarantella! 

 

My senses dulled.  

I admit, I faltered— 

  isn’t the Tarantella the symptom, 

  not the cure? 

   Doesn’t the venom force the victim 

   into frenzied dance as it courses  

through her body, corroding blood and tissue? 

Shouldn’t I go to a hospital? 

But you were sure,  

and the one you played was Rachmaninoff’s— 

if any composer could save me, surely 

it was him. 

  (Strange how a Russian, so entrenched 

  in his own folklore, could master this 

  Italian folk song, this spider-cure). 

So I danced. 

 

The music was ferocious 

and my feet were clumsy, 

wooden planks slapping the floor. 

     This was not the passionate dance 

     that would save my life. 

You grabbed my hand,  

spun me around, tossed me up, 

and when I landed, my feet felt the rhythm in the floor. 

   Maybe it was tarantism, or maybe 

   I was dancing the poison out of me, 

   but as we danced, sounds blurred,  

grew indistinct. 

    But the beat continued to pulse in my ears 

    like tachycardia— 

     like tachycardia heard through a stethoscope. 

We danced in the hall, on the new 

chaise lounge. We danced up the stairs, 

padded on satin-sheeted beds and clip-clapped 

on slick vanities. 

   We danced in the bathtub, its claw feet scraping, 
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   scraping the floor  

until the final chords faded. 

     Only then did I feel relief. 

            

The venom dissolved, or neutralized, 

or something. 

My veins relaxed and the blood rushed fast and clean 

through my legs and up into my heart. 

I was invigorated, I was alive 

and it was you who saved me. 
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At the Chinese Opera 
 

 

 

There wasn’t fire spitting, 

masks, or martial arts. 

But there was percussion: 

bells, chimes, clappers, 

drums, gongs. 

 

How fervent! you said. 

I can feel my teeth vibrating! 

I placed my finger in your open mouth 

to touch an incisor. 

I said, I think it’s altered  

the rhythm of my heart. 

 

The opera was Summer Snow. 

The program said  

the young widow Dou E  

would be executed 

for another’s crime. 

 

Without translation screens, 

we knew little else. 

We watched Dou E swing  

her long black ponytail  

around and around,  

keeping her executioners at bay,  

 

as she sang in screeching,  

nasal falsetto. 

When they killed her,  

she clattered to the floor 

and all the drumming stopped. 

 

The lights stayed on. No one clapped. 

We sat in startling silence  

as snow fell onto the stage,  

burying her body.  

Confucius believed sound  

affects the harmony  

 

of the universe. 

In that moment of soundlessness, 
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we felt a stirring in our chests, 

our very cells shifting, 

buzzing like struck tuning forks, 

 

and you whispered a heartfelt Brava. 
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Thoughts from the Cold 
 

 

 

When the freeze warnings 

first signaled the Tallahassee winter, 

you flew home to Hawaii for the holidays. 

I went north to Pennsylvania, 

where the cold sucks the color 

from the skies, the coal-strewn landscape. 

I shivered till my teeth chipped, 

distraught as a swallow 

left behind as its flock migrates, 

its feathers drab with cold, 

its beak chattering enough 

to make its hollow bones hum. 

 

At night, I stare into the coal stove, 

watching the black burn 

orange-gold, and think of you— 

your lightly sunburned face, 

your thick, wiry beard, your sunshine  

and palm trees, your volcanic activity  

hissing into the ocean 

(at night the lava glows red 

and the steam rises thin and white). 

How pleasant it would be to fly above 

this grey valley, dotted with chipped 

Christmas lights, and head west 

to paradise, to you. 
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Love at the Bottom of the Sea 
 

 

 

We are warmed by sea vents, 

organ pipes issuing steam  

into the sub-zero black. 

 

We writhe above them 

exploring our weightlessness, 

the blubber of our wetsuits 

testing the density of the sea. 

 

At this depth, there is little drag.  

Your hands skim through the water,  

gesticulating.  

 

It’s too dark to read your lips, 

but I imagine you saying 

Your eyes flicker like a comb jelly’s tendrils. 

 

I run my flipper up your leg.  

You emanate a faint orange glow,  

cup my breasts with your padded,  

 

gloved hands, and I feel instantly warm. 

In the deep, organisms produce light— 

they flash on and off around us. 

 

The hunters, the anglerfish and gulper eels 

glow blue and green, but as lovers  

we’re a tiny, eight-limbed sun. 

We spread ourselves like rays 

 

and rise above the fields of mushroom coral, 

sea lilies and urchins, like dawn. 
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The Anti-Muse Speaks 
 

 

 

I’m no Helen of Troy. 

I haven’t launched a single ship, 

or kayak, or canoe. 

   So when you put me in your poems, 

   just tell it like it is. 

Only— 

  don’t forget how good I’ve been to you, 

  how sweetly I whisper your name 

   (like fresh water on a tongue prickled by seaspray, salt-swollen) 

  how electric my touch 

   (like jellyfish pulsing purple, their tentacles pink sprays of forked  

   lightning). 

Be kind. 

If you must ridicule my obsessions— 

   the composers, the coal— 

juxtapose them with your own. 

We are alive and eccentric. 

    You jar seawater 

    and I write a symphony with its tones. 

In my poems, I write you human. 

You are strange and wonderful. 

    You peer up at me through a glass- 

    bottomed boat. 

  In yours, please, 

  let me shout your name into the water, 

    my face submerged, 

bubbles funneling toward you, 

tiny spheres of sound. 
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